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Abstract  H-mode theory [K. C. Shaing and E. C. Crume. Jr., Phys. Rev. Lett. 63. 
2369 (1989)j is extended to include realistic effects such as chargeexchange momen- 
tum loss associated with neutral particles, and the magnetic stresses induced by the 
magnetic islands. Local critical plasma parameters for the on-set of the bifurcation 
are obtained and can be compared quantatively with experimental measurements. It 
can be concluded from the extended theory that local critical parameters are more 
meaningful in quantifying H-mode transition than global power threshold scaling 
law. 

I. Introduction 

The H-mode theory predicting the bifurcation of the radial electric field E? over the 
local maximum of plasma viscosity and subsequent turbulent suppression due to the radial 
gradients of poloidal E x B angular velocity and poloidal diamagnetic angular velocity 
has been tested successfully in biased electrode experiments (SHAING and CRUME, 1989: 
TAYLOR, et al. 1989; WEYNANTS, 1991; ITOH AND ITOH, 1992). Here, E is the 
electric field and B is the magnetic field. The H-mode theory also predicts bifurcation of 
the poloidal E x B Mach number MP for naturally occurring H-modes to within a factor 
of the order of unity for many tokamaks (GROEBNER, et al. 1990; IDA, et al. 1990). 
However, to improve the quantitative agreement between the theory and experiments, one 
must include realistic effects that can modify the bifurcation value of Mp by a factor of the 
order of unity. Concentrating on the poloidal component of the momentum equation, we 
discuss two such effects. One is the effect of the momentum loss associated with the charge 
exchange reaction. The other is the effect of the magnetic stress incuded by the magnetic 
islands. The toroidal component of the momentum equation. which is more relevant to 
very-high mode (VH-mode), is discussed in detail in (SHANG, 1994). 

11. Effects of Neutral Particles 

One of the main effects of a neutral population is the transfer of charge-exchange mo- 
mentum from the plasma ions to stationary neutrals (CORONADO and TALMADGE. 
1993). If the neutral density N,, is higher than a critical value. then the local maximum of 
the plasma viscosity is masked and H-mode bifurcation cannot occur. This is demonstrated 
in Hamada coordinates in (HAMADA, 1959; SHAING, 1993). in which a simple model on 
the effects of neutrals on H-mode bifurcation is presented. Here. we apply that theory to a 
specific tokamak configuration. 



The steady-state po-idal momentum equation is 

where the anuglar brackets denote flux surface average, E is the inverse aspect ratio, q is 
the safety factor, vt is the ion thermal speed, V ~ J  is the parallel flow speed, N is the plasma 
density, M is the ion mass, x' = B VO in Hamada coordinates, 0 is the poloidal angle, R 
is the major radius, B, = -<VV x Vc, with V the volume enclosed in the fiux surface 
and c the toroidal angle, 7 is the viscous tensor. and veff = Nn(ov)cx with (av}, the 
charge-exchange reaction cross section. The poloidal E x B Mach number is defined as  
Mp = -cE,/(Bpvt), Bp is the poloidal magnetic field strength. The definitions for VP.? and 
V,, T are I/p,p = -c(dp/dr)/(NevtB,) and 5 , ~  =. -c(dT/dr)/ev&), resepctively, mth  p 
the ion pressure and T the ion temperature. The integrals Ip and IT are defined as 

where x = v2/vz, is the particle speed, v+ is the ion collisionality, the resonant demonitator 
R is R = v k / [ ( q  + Vjl)x'/B + V E  * Vel, is the parallel particle speed, v k  = 3 v ~  + v~ + vefi, 
and V E  is the E x B velocity. The second term on the right side of Eq. (1) describes the 
ion-neutral friction. The neutrals also affect the main ion viscosity through R in Eq. (2). 
We also assume l$/vt = 0 due to either anomalous or chargeechange toroidal momentum 
damping. 

The right side of Eq. (1) is defined as  ne^. As  shown in Fig. la, for E = 0.25, v* = 1.85, 
q = 3, and v e ~  = 0, there is a local maximum in Teff at AIp -, 1. When v,tr/(vt/&) is 
increased to 0.01. 7refi still has a local maximum at Mp - 1, as shown in Fig. lb, but when 
Mp > 2, 7 r e ~  increases with Mp. This functional behavior reduces the bifurcated value 
of Mp because of the damping associated with the charge-exhange momentum loss. In 
Fig. IC, ve@(vt/'Rq) is further increased to 0.03, and the local m h u m  is no longer visible. 
For this set of parameters, ~eff/(~t/RQ)=0.014 defines a critical neutral density N:, or a 
critical ion temperature T,, if all other parameters are held fixed. If the neutral density 
is larger than N: or if the ion temperature is lower than T,, vefi/(vt/Q) > 0.014, the 
local maximum of Teff does not exist and H-mode bifurcation cannot occur. With electron 
temperature T, - 100,eV, vd(vt/Rq) = 0.014 yeilds N: 2 1 x 10'0m-3 for hydrogen 
plasmas T = 400eV and R = 1.67m. The critical values of lV; and T' for any tokamak can 
be obtained by a similar procedure. One can, therefore, compare the calculated value of 
N," and Tc with the experimental observations. Indeed, it has been observed in experiments 
that a large value of Nn can prevent the H-mode from occurring. Thus, the H-mode theory 
discussed here and elsewhere is consistent with the experimental observations. 

We have demonstrated that charge-exchange momentum loss can reduce the bifurcated 
value of Mp. Thus, this effect can promote the poloidal flow reversal observed in DIII-D. This 
effect can be understood from the relationship between the poloidal flow, toroidal flow (or 
parallel flow). E x B flow. and the diamagnetic flow obtained from the radial force balance 
V,B/(v&) = ql/vt + Mp - Vp,p, where Vp is the poloidal flow speed. Because Vjl/vt x 0 
in the edge region. V, is approximately determined by (&Ip - Vp,p). If the magnitude of 
M, is decreased for fixed values of Vp,p and Vp,r: it is easier for the sign of Vp to reverse. 
Note that the magnitude of the bifurcated Mp obtained with ve = 0 is usually larger than 
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that obtained with v,g #-0. In the presence of neutral particles, the value of M,, after the 
E H  transition, is lower than hitherto calculated and the flow reversal, due to the growing 
pressure gradient, is more easily achieved. The quantitative agreement between theory and 
DIII-D experiments can therefore be improved. 

111. Effects of Magnetic Stresses 

There are some transitions to the H-mode that seem to be triggered by stabilization 
of the magnetic perturbations. For example, in ASDEX, it was observed that before the 
H-mode transition, rn = 4, n = 1 magnetic islands are stabilized (TOI, et  al. 1989). Here. 
m is the poloidal mode number and n is the toroidal mode number. Similarly, in CHS, the 
H-mode transition seems to be triggered by the stabilization of the m = 1, n = 1 magnetic 
islands (TOI, et al. 1994). One might conclude that this type of transition has little to do 
with the bifurcation of the radial electric field and the ion orbit loss. Here we demonstrate 
that by including in the H-mode theory the poloidal and toroidal electromagnetic torques 
associated with the interaction of magnetic islands with the vacuum vessel, the H-mode 
transition can be triggered by the reduction of electromagnetic torque through stabilization 
of the magnetic perturbations. By stabilization we mean either the size of the magnetic 
islands are reduced or the islands vanish. 

The poloidal momentum equation in Hamada coordinates is 

a 1 1 
at C C 

N U -  (B, . V) = - (B, V. ;;> + - (B,. J x Bo) + - (BP J x B1) , ( 3 )  

V is the mass flow velocity; is the viscous tensor: Bo is the equilibrium magnetic field. B1 
is the perturbed magnetic field, and J is the total plasma current density. The angular 
brackets in Eq. (3) denote the flux surface average and the radial average over the magnetic 
island width W .  Because we assume that W << a, the minor radius of the plasma. the 
flux-surface-averaged plasma viscosity is not affected by the radial averaging process. Note 
that the contribution of electrons to the viscosity and inertia term in Eq. (3) is smaller than 
that of the ions by an amount at  least of the order of d M x ,  where Me is the electron 
mass and is neglected. The (BP . J x Bo) term can be shown to be (-x’$’(J - VV)/c). 
where $’ = Bo Vc. From Ampkre’s law, ( J  V V )  = (1/4cM(E. VV)/&. Thus, at  the 
steady state {BP J x Bo) = 0. It can be shown that 

1 1 - (B, . J x B1) = - (BP . (B1* V) B1) 
C 4n (4) 

on a closed flux surface. The right-hand side of Eq. (4) is the poloidal component of the 
magnetic stress. 

Assuming that the plasma current is inside the rational surface of interest, e.g., q = 4 = 
m/n, one can show that the magnetic stress in a cylindrical model is (NAVE and WESSON. 
1990; FIZPATRICK, 1993; BERGE, et al. 1989; PERSSON and BONDESON, 1989) 

( 5 )  1 1 B ~ B *  w‘rrv (fs/rlv)2m B,’ 
- ( B P * J x B 1 ) = - - -  2 % ’  
C 4n 1 + (wTw12 [I - (r,/rw)2m] 

where rs is the rational surface with q = m/n, TW is the radius of the vacuum vessel, and B, 
is the radial component of the magnetic perturbation. The frequency w in the laboratory 
frame is w = wo + r n ( b / r )  - n(V-/R),  for the phase factor of the magnetic perturbation 
defined as exp[i(me - nC - ut)]. Here, Ve and Vc are the poloidal and toroidal components 
of V, respectively; and T is the local minor radius. The frequency wo is the natural mode 
frequency in the frame without plasma rotation. The time constant of the vacuum vessel is 



defined as TW = 4rurw6w/(2mc2), where 6w is the tickness of the vacuum vessel and u 
is the electrical conductivity of the vessel. 

Substituting Eq. ( 5 )  into Eq. (3), we obtain a steady-state equation for ET by assuming 
that Vc/vt x 0. 

- ( B , . V - Y )  orbit . /NMv&' 

where VA is the Alfven speed. To obtain Eq. (6), the ion orbit loss part of the poloidal 
viscosity is separated into (BP V. n)orbit. The plateau-fluid-Pfirsch-Schluter part of the 
poloidal viscosity, (BP . V .  y) ,  is shown in (SHAING. et al. 1990). We also assume that 
T, x a because we are interested in the edge region where the H-mode bifurcation occurs. 
If the (m, n) mode does not exist, (B, / B )  = 0, and re@ is simply the normalized nonlinear 
viscosity, as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 2. The bifurcation theory for this case is 
discussed in Refs. 1 and 2. However, when the (m, n) island appears, reg is modified to the 
solid line shown in Fig. 2 where the parameters were taken to be: W / a  = 0.01, B,/B = 4 x 
lo-*, N = 4 x 10'' ~ r n - ~ ,  rw/rS = 1.3, (m,n) = (4, l), rw = lms, B = 2.2T, R = 1.67m, 
ion temperature T = 100 eV: v, = 1.85,Rqwo/(mvt) = -c(dP/dr)/(NevtB,) = 0.2, with 
P = N T ,  e the ion charge, and E = 0.25. Not only does the position of the local maximum 
shift to a smaller value of the poloidal Mach number Mp = -cET/Bpyt N, 0.3, but also the 
magnitude of  ne^ at the local maximum is about a factor of four higher than when the 
island is present. Thus, H-mode bifurcation can be prevented from occurring. However. if 
the (m, n) mode is stabilized. the H-mode bifurcation can be triggered as long as u, is low 
enough. As the amplitude of the m,n mode decreases. there are intermediate states with 
two local maxima determined by the magnetic stress at A l p  - 0.3 and the plasma viscosity 
at Mp zi 1.0. Thus, there is a possibility that the value of the bifurcated Mp can be in the 
range between 0.3 and 1.0. 

We have illustrated that including the magnetic stress in the H-mode theory makes it 
possible to understand the triggering of the H-mode transition by the stabilization of the 
m = 4, n = 1 island, as observed in ASDEX. If B,/B is large enough to modify  re^, the 
power threshold for the H-mode bifurcation will increase. Furthermore, the bifurcated value 
of M,, is also smaller (Le., less negative) than when B,/B = 0. This will promote poloidal 
flow reversal just like the charge-exchange momentum damping mechanism. Note that if 
all of the other parameters are ked, the local maximum of the magnetic stress is reduced 
by increasing plasma density and ion temperature T ,  which reduce the factor V,"/$. This 
implies the existence of thresholds in density and ion temperature. 

u 

IV. Concluding Remarks 

When the realistic effects such as the momentum loss associated with the charge- 
exchange reaction with neutral particles and the magnetic stresses induced by the magnetic 
islands are included in the H-mode theory, one obtains the critical local plasma parameters 
for the bifurcation to occur. It is obvious that these critical local plasma parameters are 
more meaningful in quantifymg the transition than the global power threshold scaling. To 
translate the critical local plasma parameters into power threshold scaling, the local con- 
finement scaling which cannot be quantified from the first principles needs to be known. 
However. critical local plasma parameters can be quantified from the first principles without 
the knowledge of the turbulence. 
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Note also that in the extended H-mode theory, H-mode transition can be triggered by 
lowering the neutral density, or by increasing plasma densi@. or by increasing ion tempera- 
ture, or, by reducing the size of the magnetic islands, as long as v* is low enough. All these 
results can be compared with experimental measurements quantitatively. 
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Figure Captions 
Figure 1. The effective plasma viscosity rea vs poloidal E x B Mach number Mp for (a) 

Figure 2. Normalized viscosity Teff versus the poloidal E x B Mach number M’. The dotted 
line is for B,/B = 0, and the solid line is for B,/B = 4 x 

vea = 0, (b) veff/(vt/RQ) = 0.01, and (c) vea/(vt/&) = 0.03- 

DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States 
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their 
employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsi- 
bility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or 
process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Refer- 
ence herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, 
manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views 
and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the 
United States Government or any agency thereof. 
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